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Observing Modes

 Imaging through broad and narrow band filters covering 0.8-2.4µm, over an array 
of 3x3 4k2 detectors, with pixel scales of 4mas (FoV ~53”) and 1.5mas (FoV ~20”)

 Astrometric imaging over the same fields, to 50µas precision across full field. 
Constraints on zenith distance, filter width, etc, are being assessed.

 Spectroscopy for single compact objects, through slits with length 3-4arcsec. 
Fixed format covers 0.8-1.4µm and 1.5-2.4µm (selectable via the sorting filter)         
at a nominal resolution of R~8000 (proportionally higher for point sources, R~12K 
in K-band to R~20K in J-band).

 Coronagraphic imaging using SCAO and a coronagraph, with angular differential 
imaging. This will probably be for H and/or K bands where AO performance is best.

Goal:

 Time Resolved Astronomy using windowing to enable rapid read-out of subarrays 
to achieve frame rates up to 250Hz (20x20 pixels). 



Observing Modes

 Is optimised to work with MAORY (LGS-MCAO)

 Has its own internal SCAO capability (which will be integrated into 
MAORY). Guide star is on-axis; but off-axis guiding functionality is provided 
by large MICADO FoV. 

Will be able to work in a `stand alone’ phase with SCAO, if MAORY is not 
available at first light. Telescope performance may not be optimal during 
this phase.



Optical Bench 1

Optical Bench 2

Rotating Bench

Mechanism Bench

Cryo-Window

Collimator Optics

Focal Plane E-ELT (grey)

Focal Plane MICADO (red)

Camera Optics

Various 
switchable 

optics

Inside the cryostat

Cryostat is approximately 2m across



A. 1.5mas imager     
(4 fixed mirrors)

C. Cross-dispersed 
Spectroscopy      
(2 gratings)

B. 4mas imager
(2 flat fold mirrors)

D. Pupil imager
(2 flat fold 
mirrors + 1 lens)

Switchable optics



Mechanisms

Focal plane mask           
(imaging masks, slits, 
coronographs) 

Cold stop wheel

ADC

Filter wheels        
(17 positions each)

Inner part of ‘rotating 
bench’ rotates

‘Mechanism bench’ 
supports filter 
wheels, ADC, and 
cold stop wheel.
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Cross-dispersed Spectroscopy

Diffraction Efficiency 0.8-1.45µm

For compact objects;
R ~ 8000 integrated across slit; ×2-3 higher for point sources
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Diffraction Efficiency 1.45-2.4µm

For compact objects;
R ~ 8000 integrated across slit; ×1.5-2 higher for point sources



MAORY – the LGS MCAO system

MICADO 
under 
here

Lateral 
port

Built by INAF (led by Bologna, PI Emiliano Diolaiti) and INSU-IPAG (France).
Part of first light instrument suite.

8 mirrors + 
dichroic

New option for straight-through portMICADO + NGS light
Lateral port + NGS light
LGS channel
NGS WFS



MAORY performance
• ESO’s budget restrictions have led to a reduced baseline 

with only 1 post-focal DM (working with M4 in telescope)

• Performance across full MICADO field with good sky coverage in 0.8” seeing:
K H J
43% 24% 7%  strehl (with 6 LGS)

• Discussions on-going about re-scoping back to original specification 
with 2 post-focal DMs

• Performance:
K H J
51% 32% 12% 



Same mount structure as when under MAORY. Currently only an idea…

‘Stand-alone’ phase

Fold mirror & 
calibration unit

SCAO                                   
(+ MAORY NGS-WFS)

Cryostat & 
derotator

Electronics 
(co-rotating)

Cable-wrap

Design spaces:



Some things one could do with MICADO

Star formation history across cosmic time via resolved 
stellar populations in galaxies out to the Virgo Cluster

Galaxies at High Redshift

Galactic Center

Intermediate Mass Black Holes via proper motions of 
stars in clusters

Dynamics and Evolution of the Milky Way via globular 
cluster proper motions

Resolution

Sensitivity

Astrometry

Indicate some opportunities for exploiting E-ELT with MICADO & HARMONI together



Spatially Resolved Stellar Populations in Nearby Galaxies

• HST has been very successful: optical colours, wide field, stable PSF

• In sparse fields, the limit is sensitivity
• In crowded fields, the limit is resolution
• Key goal for ELTs is to reach Virgo cluster – large sample of ‘normal’ ellipticals

Science Goal is galaxy evolution: to understand 
why, when, & where stars formed in galaxies
- Observe galaxies at different epochs & track 

evolution of the samples
- Infer the past star formation history from relic 

populations in local galaxies



What will the E-ELT be able to detect?
HAB ~ 31mag for isolated sources after several hours.

from Deep+ 11 & Greggio+ 12:

old Main Sequence Turnoffs out to ~2 Mpc
Local Group, Sculptor & M81 groups:
several large spirals

Horizontal Branch out to ~10 Mpc
Cen A: closest peculiar elliptical
Leo Group: closest normal elliptical (NGC3379)

Red Giant Branch
Virgo Cluster: many large galaxies

tip of Red Giant Branch out to >100Mpc

Aparicio & Gallart (2004)

 < 0.1 Gyr
 0.1 – 0.4 Gyr
 0.4 – 1.0 Gyr
 1.0 – 3.0 Gyr
 3.0 – 6 Gyr
 6 – 10 Gyr
 10 – 13 Gyr



• Cetus & Tucana: no gas, very low surface brightness
• Both formed >90% of stars >10 Gyr ago
• No stars younger than ~8 Gyr

• IC1613 & LeoA contain gas & HII regions
• Both formed >60% of stars <9 Gyr ago, including last 1 Gyr

LCID: Differing Star Formation Histories of Dwarf Galaxies

 star formation & stellar feedback
 impact of reionisation: does it halt star formation?
 cosmic web stripping (see Benitez-Llambay+) 

PI: C. Gallart
from papers/talks at http://www.iac.es/proyecto/LCID



RSG: <40 Myr
BSG: 40-125 Myr
AGB: 0.125-1.25 Gyr
RGB: 1.25 – 12 Gyr

E-ELT simulations

Deep+ 11, Greggio+ 12, Schreiber+ 14, Gullieuszik+ 14

Spiral disk in Centaurus Group (4.6 Mpc): 
model has constant SFR over 12 Gyr with increasing Z

Model CMD E-ELT simulation



Anticipating the ELTs

5-hr K-band simulated exposures

MICADO 
@ E-ELT

NIRCAM 
@ JWST

Resolution gives an effective sensitivity gain wrt JWST – cf. 3mag for MAD vs ISAAC.
Can probe tip of RGB out to Virgo (δVirgo = +12.5○, zd at transit is 37○)

NGC4486



JWST will select samples & 
measure basic galaxy properties

MICADO will trace stellar 
continuum & provide detailed 
structure

HARMONI will give kinematics 
& emission line distribution 
(but perhaps at lower spatial 
resolution)

Both are needed to answer:
What are the physical processes 
driving their evolution?

Galaxies at High Redshift

combined JHK images of local templates (BVR bands) 
shifted to z=2 (top) and z=1 (bottom), with Reff=0.5” and 
Mv=-21. 5hrs integration.



Galaxies at High Redshift

simulation of a large bright disk galaxy at z = 2.3 (R1/2 = 5 kpc,  KAB = 21.3), 
showing that one can measure sizes, distribution and luminosity 

functions of compact clusters to KAB ~ 28.5

spectroscopy: - metallicity, extinction, stellar populations, outflows (AGN)
- relations between mass, SFR, metallicity



VLT: the central 0.4” MICADO simulation The central 0.1”

Galactic Centers near & far
• Unique laboratory to explore strong gravity around the closest massive black hole
• Crucial guide for accretion onto BHs & co-evolution of star clusters and AGN

- sensitivity >5mag fainter, resolution & astrometry 5x better than NACO@VLT
- density profile, luminosity function to <1Msun, shape of IMF
- orbits of stars closest to BH: prograde & retrograde precession
- proper motions of ~1000 stars: phase-space clumping (disks)

spectroscopy: - 3D orbits, stellar types, spectral properties of accretion events



Intermediate Mass Black Holes
ω Cen: 
MBH~10000Msun?
(Noyola+ 08)

IRS 13
MBH~1300Msun? 
(Maillard et al. 04)

Arches
MBH~1000Msun? 
(Portegies Zwart et al. 06)

Andersen+ 09, van der Marel+ 09
ω Cen
- more than 50000 (faint) stars, 4-yr baseline, 

errors ~100μas/yr
- proper motions show small but significant 

anisotropy
- models with shallow cusp require 

MBH~2×104Msun
- models with core profile require no central 

dark mass !



Intermediate Mass Black Holes

Jeans models:  MBH ~ (1.5±1.0)×103 Msun

N-body simulations: MBH ~ (4±2)×103 Msun
(0.9% of cluster mass)

“our detection is at the 1- to 1.5σ level…
Detection of IMBHs in Galactic 
globular clusters remains a          
challenging task…”

“A massive black hole is required 
in none of the three clusters to 
explain the observed kinematics”

3σ upper limits ~ 104 Msun

Kamann+ 14:  M3, M13, M92

Feldmeier+ 13:  NGC5286



Intermediate Mass Black Holes

• Are BH masses in clusters over-estimated?

• Should we expect them to lie on the 
MBH – σ* for ellipticals & galaxy bulges?

• (is there even a single meaningful MBH – σ* relation?)

Need resolution & sensitivity of MICADO (proper motions) 
& HARMONI (l.o.s. velocities)

Lützgendorf+ 13

MBH – σ*

NGC6388:    17±9 ×103 Msun (Lützgendorf+ 11)

NGC6715:     9.4±5.0 ×103 Msun (Ibata+ 09)

NGC5139 (ω Cen) & NGC5286 we’ve            
already seen.



Intermediate Mass Black Holes with MICADO

Arches, Quintuplet, open clusters, globular clusters, etc.

• Milky Way has ~150 GCs
• Typical GC has central dispersion ~10km/s
• 10km/s is 50μas/yr at a distance of 40kpc 
• This is ~10x distance to ω Cen & covers large part of GC system
• Can measure proper motions on relatively short timescale

within a few years we can constrain masses of BHs at centres of GCs
 impact on MBH-σ* relation
 dynamical evolution of GCs

internal proper motions:
 rotation, flattening and internal structure of GCs
 binary fraction: 50μas is sufficient to measure wobble for stars with a 

dark companion >0.5Msun and separation >0.5AU out to 10kpc



Globular Cluster Proper Motions

NGC 6397

10 years of HST data:
μαcosδ = 3.56 ± 0.04 mas yr-1

μδ = -17.34 ± 0.04 mas yr-1

MICADO can reach this precision 
in just 1 year

proper motions:
• orbit around Milky Way
• kinematic families ?
• impact on cluster evolution of 

frequent passages through MW disk

Kalirai+ 07
red: galaxies
black: field stars & cluster members



Globular Cluster Proper Motions with MICADO

cluster distances:
at 40kpc, full parallax displacement is 50μas;
cluster parallax can be measured directly (wrt background galaxies/QSOs).

cluster structure & evolution:
past & future orbit for GCs can be traced; passages through the disk or near 
to the Galactic Center will affect GC evolution & structure.

kinematic families:
if GCs belong to several kinematic groups, this would imply that they were 
created during different events and at different times

stellar populations:
proper motions provide a clean way of separating cluster members from 
field stars & interlopers



Conclusions

MICADO (+ MAORY) is the diffraction limited near-IR imager for E-ELT first light.

If imaging would enhance your science, think about using it.
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